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Xmas Party
Friday December 12
Pizza and kebabs
Details to follow

It’s time.
Not quite as significant as a change in government, but it’s time for change in the CG3231
committee.
The current committee has been in place since June 2013 BUT Terrence is stepping down as
Coordinator, and Daryl has resigned from the committee. This leaves big gaps as both have been
working for the establishment and management of the Community Garden since 2009 – a
fantastic contribution. Terrence and Daryl have made an extraordinary contribution – we owe
them a lot. Thanks.
We need new committee members. Being on the committee is fun – we meet about every 2
months in a local watering hole. The roles and 2013 - 2014 incumbents are:
Coordinator: Terrence Hoffmann
Deputy Coordinator / Secretary; Vacant
Treasurer: Mark Shepherd
Membership: Graham Teague
Building Team Leader: Daryl Love
Gardening Team Leader: Kim Neubecker
Social events Team leader: Tania Teague
Newsletter editor: Gretel Lamont
Committee members: Barbara Evans, Graham Raby, Sue Reilly
Terrence has agreed to stay on the committee to provide some continuity and advice to the new
Coordinator. Gretel has agreed to take on this role – unless someone else would like to! The
roles are open to negotiation but we hope to include succession planning in the new committee.
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Send an email to Gretel (Gretel.lamont@gmail.com) if you are interested in joining the committee
– indicate what role you are interested in. If we have too many nominations we will have an
election!
Fellow gardeners, ask not what the garden can do for you, but ask what you can do for the
garden. (Apologies to JFK)

Daryl Love

by Terrence Hoffmann

Daryl was one of the group that founded the community garden. This group negotiated the use of
the site with the shire, started regular meetings to build the garden and manage its growth, raised
grant money as well as running fund raisers, and recruited new members. Daryl was the Chair of
the first Garden Management Committee. He also took on the role as Building Team leader.
Starting with the rabbit proof fence, he then organised the building of the garden beds and paths,
the compost bins, the garden shed and verandah, the table and outdoor kitchen area and lately
the pergola. Much of this building was planned and organised by Daryl.
All garden members will want to thank Daryl for the immense work that he has given to creating
this community garden.
These pictures show how much hard work went into the physical establishment of the garden and
how much has been achieved.
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Fund raising: The Tip Shop
The Garden took their first shift at the Anglesea Recycling Centre Shop on the weekend. Alex
Leknius, Terrence Hoffmann and Daryl Love took the morning shift followed by Gretel Lamont,
Rod Tucker and Phil Wilson. We took over $400 all up. The money is pooled and the total
allocated to the participating groups. The garden can expect over $1,000 this year if the goods
keep coming and sales continue like this.
Want to help? Contact Daryl daryl.love@bigpond.com 	
  if you are interested. It’s really quite fun and
you never know what you’ll find! Do consider giving it a go.	
  

Watering
Remember when you are on watering duty. You only need to water the community beds – but not
the garlic! Newly planted seeds and seedling need frequent watering, but well established plants
not as much. Check the soil with the monitor (or your finger). Look for special instructions on the
white board. In heatwaves you many need to water delicate plants twice a day. The fruit trees
and raspberries need a good water about once a week – less if it has rained.
If you aren’t able to water on your days, swop with someone who can – and change the roster in
the shed.

October Working Bee Reports
A gorgeous sunny day on October 4th attracted
fifteen members to the working bee. Daryl and
Terrence started early to fire up the pizza oven.
However, it did not really get burning as too
much wood was put in before it had started to
burn. It was another unsuccessful try. We will
need to listen to the advice on every website
that to get a pizza oven burning requires that
you build a very small fire at first and then
gradually build it over several hours. The wood
simply will not ignite if the fire chamber is
packed with timber and paper. Too little oxygen
is available.

chairs to the tip for recycling through the tip
shop. The 20 new chairs from the hall are fine
replacements.
Alex lead two teams that achieved a great deal.
Barbara, Gabriel, Debra and Conrad prepared a
bed for planting along the Fraser Drive
boundary. Chris, June, Crina, Megan and Janis
prepared a new bed on the back fence near the
quince tree. Both required much work and look
ready to take the tomato crops to be grown this
summer.

Graham Teague mowed, squished materials for
the compost and tidied up, Daryl and Graham
Tania lead the shed tidy and cleaned things up. Raby did more work on the pergola the place
It now looks terrific. We have taken a lot of the was humming with people coming and going to
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fetch wheelbarrows of manure, get more silage, successful working bee and one that has
and dig over the soil. This was a very
provided the launch pad for our summer eating.
**************
On October 19 about 12 members, laid carpet,
spread mulch, weeded, connected the sink drain,
laid pavers and of course talked. A ‘cucumelon’
was planted – it’s fun planting new varieties.
It was good seeing new members Phil, Leonie and
Gabrielle enthusiastically working. But I’m not so
sure the new members hanging about in the tree
are going to contribute much.

Notice the good balance
between work and discussion.
It’s one of the things I love
about the working bees.

Working Bees
Saturday Nov 1st Sunday Nov 16th
Saturday Dec 6th Sunday Dec 21st
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